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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY
Gold prices are modestly down in early-afternoon U.S. trading on a quieter
Wednesday, on some normal backing and filling on the charts following recent good
gains that pushed prices to a five-week high on Tuesday. February gold futures were
last down $2.80 an ounce at $1,243.80. March Comex silver was down $0.045 at
$14.595 an ounce.
Look for a more active trading day Thursday, what with the U.S. stock and financial
markets closed today for a national day of mourning the late President George H.W.
Bush and following the sharp losses in the U.S. stock market on Tuesday. If the U.S.
stock market continues to sell off—especially in volatile price action--gold and silver
prices would likely see appreciation on safe-haven demand.
World stock markets were mostly lower overnight, following the big sell off in the U.S.
stock indexes Tuesday. The initial trader and investor euphoria over a U.S.-China
trade dispute cease-fire for 90 days has rapidly dissipated. U.S. stock indexes did
post modest rebounds in overnight trading.
A feature in the marketplace recently that also has the stock market bulls spooked is
falling U.S. Treasury yields (rising prices). The five-year T-Note yield is presently
below the lower maturities. A fully inverted yield curve has been historically bearish
for the U.S. economy and stock market. Right now the 10-year Treasury note yield
remains above the 2-year, so the yield curve is not fully inverted.
The key outside markets today find the U.S. dollar index trading near steady.
Meantime, Nymex crude oil prices are firmer and trading around $53.50 a barrel. The
OPEC oil cartel will meet in Vienna, Austria on Thursday. Reports earlier this week
said Russian and Saudi Arabian officials plan to extend production cuts. However,
reports today said Saudi Arabia may not have agreed to a cut yet.
Source: Kitco
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General Advice Warning
The contents of this document have been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should,
before taking any action to acquire or deal in, or follow a recommendation (if any) in respect of any of the financial products or
information mentioned in this document, consult your own investment advisor to consider whether that is appropriate having regard
to your own objectives, financial situation and needs. Whilst State One Stockbroking Ltd believes information contained in this
document is based on information which is believed to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed, and no warranty
of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no responsibility for any loss or damage arising in any way for any representation, act
or omission is accepted by State One Stockbroking Ltd or any officer, agent or employee of State One Stockbroking Ltd. If applicable,
you should obtain the Product Disclosure Statement relating to the relevant financial product mentioned in this document (which
contains full details of the terms and conditions of the financial product) and consider it before making any decision about whether to
acquire the financial product.
Disclosure
The directors and associated persons of State One Stockbroking Ltd may have an interest in the financial products discussed in this
document and they may earn brokerage, commissions, fees and advantages, pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with the making
of a recommendation or dealing by a client in such financial products. State One Stockbroking Ltd has also received a commission on
the preparation of this research note. The Research Analyst who prepared this report hereby certifies that the views expressed in this
research document accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about the company and its financial products. The research analyst
has not been and will not be receiving direct or indirect compensation for expressing the specific recommendations or views in this
report. This research at all times remains the property of State One Stockbroking Ltd. And as such cannot be reprinted, distributed,
copied, posted on the internet, in part or whole, without written prior approval from an Executive Director of State One Stockbroking
Ltd.
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